Date: 02 February 2016
Your Reference:
Our Reference: 20431786
Enquiries to: Peter Williams
Save West Hamstead
65 Goddard place
savewesthampstead@gmail.com

Information and Records
Management
London Borough of Camden
Old Town Hall
Judd Street
London
WC1H 9JE
Tel: 020 7974 7857
peter.williams@camden.gov.uk

foi@camden.gov.uk
www.camden.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam,
Re: Environmental Information Regulations 2004
Your request for information, received on 07 January 2016, has now been considered
under the terms of the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (EIR 2004).
You requested:
We understand that via pre-application advice for the developers a "planning
performance agreement will provide certainty in process by agreeing time frames for
the submission and determination dates for the formal planning application".
Can you please advise when the determination date will be.
There is no Planning Performance Agreement in place between the Planning Authority and
the applicant and as such there is no agreed target date for determination with the
applicant.
Can you please supply the Developer's Briefing minutes to save us having to submit
a FOI request for these along with the pre-planning guidance received by the
developers.
Please find attached information held by the Council which can be released under the terms
of the EIR 2004.
The information has been redacted to remove personal information. Further information
held by Council has also not been disclosed. Please see the exception notices set out
below.
Exceptions
1. Personal information has been redacted or withheld:


personal contact details and names of relatively junior Council Officers
personal contact details and names of employees of outside organisations

The exception under the EIR 2004 that applies is;

regulation 12(3) which states “the information requested includes personal data of which
the applicant is not the data subject, the personal data shall not be disclosed otherwise than
in accordance with regulation 13.”
As release of the information would be a breach of the Data Protection Act 1998 regulation
13 does not permit release and the information has consequently been redacted or
withheld.
Notes
Please note the information is still covered by copyright legislation. You are not authorised
to re-use this information for commercial or research purposes as defined by the Re-Use of
Public Sector Regulations 2005. If you do wish to re-use this information please contact the
Information Access Team, Legal Services/ Second Floor, Camden Town Hall, Judd Street,
London WC1H 9JE, who will assess your request.
If you are unhappy with any aspect of the way in that your request has been processed
then you have the right to issue a complaint. If you wish to issue a complaint, please set out
in writing your grounds of appeal (within 2 months of this correspondence) and send it to:
Access to Information Team, Legal Services, Camden Town Hall, Judd Street, London,
WC1H 9LP and your complaint will be administered through our Internal Review procedure.
If you are still not satisfied following the Internal Review, you have a right to appeal to the
Information Commissioner’s Office. They can be contacted at: Wycliffe House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. SK9 5AF.
Telephone: 01625 545 700
www.ico.gov.uk
Yours sincerely

Peter Williams
Information and Records Management Officer
peter.williams@camden.gov.uk

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

"
"
"
RE: West End Lane - elevation studies
10 November 2015 14:46:27
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"

"vburbandesign"

Here are some quick comments
·

·

·

·

I think your strategy of strengthening the lighter coloured banding and by
adding depth and texture to the southern elevation would be beneficial, I
would encourage you to think about how to continue the character of the
western elevation to the southern elevation, as the transition between the
two elevations continues to feel abrupt. A shift to the current treatment on
the eastern most block may aid in breaking up the apparent mass of the
southern elevation which a number of councillors seem to be reacting to.
Councillors have asked for a further view to be added. The view is from the
junction of Crediton Hill with Lymington Rd looking obliquely ( in a south
westerly direction ) across the properties to the rear of the development on
Lymington Rd. Councillors want to be re assured that if the proposals are
visible at all in this view the impact will be limited.
A view was put forward that the proposed blue ceramic brick treatment to
the rail track wall off West End Lane should mirror the treatment to the wall
outside the Thameslink Station. There is some logic to this and I would
encourage you to make this change.
The issue of gating was questioned and whilst officers support the gating of
the rear of the development we suggest a single gate along the mews
aligned with the flank wall of the 3 storey building across the rear access
path.

One final point which I am sure you will have picked up, on the importance of
providing images which support the detail that you have worked into the scheme in
the form of bay studies, rendered images etc and also please ensure that the
images are consistent with each other as they have not always been in the
presentations which can generate misunderstanding and confusion. I know this is
obvious, but it is important in this case to start the application process from the
strongest footing.
If there is anything you are not clear on or wish to discuss please do not hesitate
to give me a call
Regards

Principal Planner (Urban Design)
Telephone: 020 7974

From:
[mailto:
cgluk.com]
Sent: 10 November 2015 12:13
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: West End Lane - elevation studies

vburbandesign

Thankyou but I think we will really struggle to incorporate any changes if we don’t hear back
from you by the end of today. Our submission deadline is Monday which means we will need a
finished set of drawings by Friday for inclusion with all of the other documents. Would you be
able to send us just the key points today?
Kind regards,

I Associate
Child Graddon Lewis | architects & designers
Studio 1 155 Commercial Street London E1 6BJ
T +44 (0)20 7539

F +44 (0)20 7539 1201 D +44 (0)20 7539

www.cgluk.com

Short signature graphic

From:
[mailto:
camden.gov.uk]
Sent: 10 November 2015 11:59
<
cgluk.com>
To:
<
cgluk.com>;
<
Cc:
<
camden.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: West End Lane - elevation studies

cgluk.com>;

Just to let you know we will have some comments for you tomorrow
Regards

Principal Planner (Urban Design)
Telephone: 020 7974
From:
[mailto:
Sent: 10 November 2015 11:48
To:
Cc:

cgluk.com]

Subject: RE: West End Lane - elevation studies

Following the meeting last night with councillors and some of the comments made, we are
making changes to the detail of the southern elevation to strengthen the lighter coloured
banding and generally try break it down a little by adding depth and texture. I understand the
perception by some was that it should have more the feel of the western elevation. So if you
have any further comments or ideas that you would like us to consider, we could look at
addressing these at the same time? We would have to receive them fairly soon however, given
our submission deadline.
Kind regards,

I Associate
Child Graddon Lewis | architects & designers
Studio 1 155 Commercial Street London E1 6BJ
T +44 (0)20 7539

F +44 (0)20 7539 1201 D +44 (0)20 7539

www.cgluk.com

Short signature graphic

From:
Sent: 04 November 2015 22:03
(London Borough of Camden)' <
To:
camden.gov.uk>
camden.gov.uk' <
<
cgluk.com>;
Cc:
<
Subject: RE: West End Lane - elevation studies

camden.gov.uk>;
cgluk.com>

I realise it is getting a bit late now to feed back any comments on these but for your information
I have attached further work in progress elevations.
Kind regards,

I Associate
Child Graddon Lewis | architects & designers
Studio 1 155 Commercial Street London E1 6BJ
T +44 (0)20 7539

F +44 (0)20 7539 1201 D +44 (0)20 7539

www.cgluk.com

Short signature graphic

From:
Sent: 01 November 2015 14:51
(London Borough of Camden)' <
To:
camden.gov.uk
Cc:
<
cgluk.com>;
Subject: West End Lane - elevation studies

camden.gov.uk>;
<

cgluk.com>

Since our discussion in the meeting on the 22 nd October at your offices, we have developed the
elevations a little further taking on board some of the points raised. I have attached some work
in progress studies which show some more detail and a few changes made (some more to
follow.) Please let us know any thoughts you have on these. We will continue to work on them,
as far as possible, until submission. I have also attached some of the visuals included in the
recent consultation. Note that the design of the corner has progressed a little since these were
produced.
Some general notes on these:
- We have tried a few combinations of brick colours and textures for the bays on the
southern elevation and think that keeping the number of brick colours to a minimum
works well. Using a dog tooth bond is one way of picking out the horizontal band of the
balcony edge in place of a lighter coloured brick.
- The kind of brick we are looking at for the majority of the western and southern
elevations is similar to the surrounding red brick but slightly darker and with more
variation. For some of the recessed or panelled brickwork, we could try just using a
contrasting mortar colour to pick these out, otherwise a lighter warm tone such as those
shown on the attached. The palest brick of these could be used in protruding header
courses to create the horizontal bands on the West End Lane elevation. A darker brick
would set apart the block which terminates the southern elevation.
- We are looking to incorporate brickwork into the balconies as shown on some of the
elevation and sketches. These also help maintain privacy close to heavily trafficked areas.
- We have made the West End Lane corner composition narrower and brought together
glazing and textured brick panel in a vertical strip which we think helps with the
transition from the west elevation to the south. The textured brick corner can be seen
on some of the cgi’s and would be used on all of these curved brick corners.
We will have a few more elevations to send through tomorrow, including a revised northern
elevation and some of the courtyards.
Kind regards,

I Associate

Signature graphic JULY

Studio 1 155 Commercial Street London E1 6BJ
T +44 (0)20 7539

F +44 (0)20 7539 1201 D +44 (0)20 7539

M+

Registered in England Company Registration No. 3191447 VAT Registration No. GB 678 0480 09
RIBA Chartered Practice No. 1949312P ISO 9001:2008 Cert. No. QC20072926 ISO 14001:2004 Cert.
No.QC20123852
For terms and conditions relating to this correspondence please visit http://www.cgluk.com/terms-and-conditions/

Follow us on Twitter @cgluk or visit our new website www.cgluk.com
Please do not print this e -mail unless you really need to.

This e-mail may contain information which is confidential, legally privileged and/or
copyright protected. This e- mail is intended for the addressee only. If you receive this in
error, please contact the sender and delete the material from your computer.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wheelchair Units and Parking
22 October 2015 16:11:00

Hi
Further to our meeting this morning I can confirm that we would not insist on the
provision of wheelchair adaptable units within the SO or private tenures as long as
10% of the rented units are provided as fully adapted. Recent experience across
the road at the Ballymore site has demonstrated that there is a lack of demand for
wheelchair adaptable units in the SO/ Private tenures and as such the associated
parking spaces are left unused.
Given the accessibility of the site this provides an opportunity to remove the
disabled parking provision that has been provided at the eastern end of the site.
This will improve the northern route and the eastern courtyard space as more of
the area could be given over to soft landscaping and/ or additional seating. In
addition, this would result in the ability to lower the height of the building at this
end by bringing the units down to ground level where there is currently parking
provision and improve activity at ground level. I notice the pack provided at this
morning’s meeting does not include a N/S section at this location.
In terms of the fully adapted rented units the highest demand is for 1bed and 4bed
units with 4 beds being the top priority.
Kind regards

Principal Planning Officer
Regeneration and Planning
Culture and Environment
London Borough of Camden
Telephone:   0207974
Web:             camden.gov.uk
5 Pancras Square
5 Pancras Square
London N1C 4AG
Please consider the environment before printing this email.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

silverdcc.com;
RE: West End Lane - TA scoping note
06 October 2015 12:16:24

a2dominion.co.uk;

Hi
I have been thinking about the impacts the development could have on the
pedestrian environment in the general vicinity of the site and discussed concerns
with
this morning. Members are likely to ask questions on this issue
at development control committee, based on experience. I appreciate you will be
undertaking a Road Safety Audit and a PERS audit as part of the transport
assessment. I would also ask you to undertake a Pedestrian Comfort Level
Assessment in accordance with TfL guidance. This would be particularly useful
for the pedestrian routes on either side of the railway bridge on West End Lane
where the footways are at their narrowest. All being well, the Pedestrian Comfort
Level Assessment would tell us that pedestrian comfort levels would remain within
acceptable limits if the proposed development were to be approved.
Regards

Principal Transport Planner
Telephone: 020 7974
From:
Sent: 05 October 2015 14:38
To:
Cc:
silverdcc.com;
a2dominion.co.uk;
Subject: RE: West End Lane - TA scoping note

Hi
Thanks for your email. This all sounds fine. I have just made a minor response to
your comment about highway works (in blue ink).
Regards

Principal Transport Planner
Telephone: 020 7974
From:
[mailto:
tppweb.co.uk]
Sent: 07 September 2015 15:15
To:
Cc:
silverdcc.com;
a2dominion.co.uk;
Subject: RE: West End Lane - TA scoping note
Thanks for taking the time to review the scoping document. See our comments
below….
Regards

Associate

for Transport Planning Practice Ltd
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EL
tel: 020 7608 0008
dir: 020 7608
mob:
web: www.tppweb.co.uk

The contents of this email are confidential and are intended only for the addressee(s). We are sorry if
you have received this email in error. Please let us know by emailing email@tppweb.co.uk. Following
this, please delete this email and all copies of it.
Transport Planning Practice accepts no responsibility for any damage caused by any virus transmitted
by this email.
Transport Planning Practice Ltd is registered in England, no. 5482519. Our registered office is at
Richard House, 9 Winckley Square, Preston, Lancashire PR1 3HP

From:
[mailto:
camden.gov.uk]
Sent: 04 September 2015 16:05
To:
<
tppweb.co.uk>
silverdcc.com;
a2dominion.co.uk;
Cc:
<
tppweb.co.uk>
Subject: RE: West End Lane - TA scoping note
Importance: High

Hi
I have reviewed your TA scoping note and have the following comments:
· Section 8 should also make reference to the Fortune Green and West
Hampstead Neighbourhood Plan. This is available on our website at the
hyperlink below:
o http://www.camden.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/environment/planning-andbuilt-environment/planning-policy/neighbourhood-planning/ - noted
· Section 9 should also discuss car clubs and cycle parking in the vicinity of
the site. It would be useful if a PERS audit could be undertaken. This
should look at the pedestrian routes between the site and the nearby
transport interchanges on West End Lane (bus stops, overground,
underground, and national rail). It should also look at the pedestrian route
between West End Lane and Lymington Road (i.e. Potteries Path and
Crown Close). - noted
· Section 10 should make it clear that the development would be car free
except for disabled parking. It should also discuss electric vehicle charging
infrastructure as required by the London Plan and Camden Development
Policies. Section 10 should also discuss cycle parking requirements and
proposals for the residential and commercial uses. Please note that we
expect the level of provision to meet the minimum requirements of the

·
·

·

·
·

·

·

London Plan, while also adhering to Camden Planning Guidance document
CPG7 (Transport). The document is available on our website at the
hyperlink below:
o http://camden.gov.uk/ccm/content/environment/planning-and-builtenvironment/two/planning-policy/supplementary-planningdocuments/camden-planning-guidance.en- noted
The section on trip generation will need to include trips associated with
deliveries and servicing (existing, proposed and net impact). - noted
You should add a short section to say that a Construction Management
Plan would be provided as a section 106 planning obligation if planning
permission is granted. This would help to mitigate the construction impacts
in the local area (traffic congestion, road safety, amenity). - noted
You should add a section to say that a stage 1 road safety audit will be
undertaken in respect of the proposed access alterations. I will expect a
copy of the report to be appended to the transport assessment when the
planning application is submitted. The report should include a designers
response to any problems/recommendations made by the road safety
auditor. - noted
We will also require a PICADY assessment for the proposed vehicular
access. - noted
You should add a section to say that a financial contribution for highway
works would be provided as a section 106 planning obligation if planning
permission is granted. This would help to mitigate the construction impacts
of the development directly adjacent to the site. – please clarify what you
mean by “highway works”. If the access junction then this would be dealt
with through s278.
The financial contribution for highway works would be secured as a section
106 planning obligation. The actual highway works would be delivered by
Camden via a Section 278 agreement. The works I am alluding to would
include:
· Removal of existing vehicular access to site from West End Lane
· Construction of new vehicular access to site from West End Lane
· Repaving the footway directly adjacent to the site on West End Lane
· Repaving the footpath directly adjacent to the site on Potteries Path
You should add a section to say that a CIL contribution would be provided if
planning permission is granted. This would help to mitigate the wider
impacts of the development in the local area. – noted although we will omit
any reference to £’s
You should add a section to discuss any requirement for stopping up
orders which would need to be approved prior to commencement of the
development. - noted

Please note that the transport assessment should adhere to TfL guidance. It
should also adhere to the guidance provided in Camden Planning Guidance
document CPG7 (e.g. Figure 1 on page 9 of the document). - noted
Regards

Principal Transport Planner
Telephone: 020 7974
From:
[mailto:
tppweb.co.uk]
Sent: 26 August 2015 13:00
To:
a2dominion.co.uk;
Cc:
silverdcc.com;
Subject: West End Lane - TA scoping note

Please find attached our TA scoping note for the proposed residential development at
156 West End Lane, West Hampstead.
We would be grateful if you could provide us with your comments and suggestions so
that we can reach an agreement about the Transport Assessment methodology and
structure.
Kind Regards

Transport Planner

for Transport Planning Practice Ltd
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EL
tel: 020 7608 0008
dir: 020 7608
web: www.tppweb.co.uk
The contents of this email are confidential and are intended only for the addressee(s). We are sorry if
you have received this email in error. Please let us know by emailing email@tppweb.co.uk. Following
this, please delete this email and all copies of it.
Transport Planning Practice accepts no responsibility for any damage caused by any virus transmitted
by this email.
Transport Planning Practice Ltd is registered in England, no. 5482519. Our registered office is at
Richard House, 9 Winckley Square, Preston, Lancashire PR1 3HP

This e-mail may contain information which is confidential, legally privileged and/or
copyright protected. This e- mail is intended for the addressee only. If you receive this in
error, please contact the sender and delete the material from your computer.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

"

(
jrp.co.uk)"
Morris"; "
For information
03 October 2015 15:20:00

"

(

a2dominion.co.uk)"

As discussed please find below comments that have been received by the Council
in relation to the pre-app consultation and may come up at the DM Forum.
There are always a number of planning policies which need to be considered as any
redevelopment proposals are being worked up. Some of those policies may conflict to some
degree and a balanced view will need to be taken, and that obviously requires judgement. The
particular policy we believe is unequivocal, beyond different interpretation or “spin”, and
consequently doesn’t rely on judgement, is policy DP13.
The starting point is that the Council will seek to retain land and buildings that are suitable for
continued business use. There are two ways of overcoming this to justify an alternative use, ie,
firstly by demonstrating it is no longer suitable for its existing business use; and secondly, by
providing marketing evidence to confirm that there is no interest in the site for continued
business use. Given the active occupation of the site by Travis Perkins, a business use as
confirmed by the definitions at paragraph 13.11 of the supporting text, we can see no grounds
by which it can be argued that the site is unsuitable for continued business use. Indeed, the
Council’s own employment land reviews confirm as much. It therefore falls to assess any mixed
use scheme against criteria c) to g). These include the requirement that the level of employment
floorspace is maintained or increased (as we discussed, rightly or wrongly, the criterion is based
on floorspace not the number of jobs), and that floorspace suitable for either light industrial,
industry or warehousing uses is re-provided where the site has been used for these uses.
Further guidance is provided by paragraph 13.4 in the supporting text.
We have researched the implementation of this policy in considerable detail. One such scheme
was Travis Perkins’ own mixed use redevelopment proposals for the branch at St Pancras Way.
Camden rightly insisted that Travis Perkins had to comply with policy DP13 without compromise.
We are not aware of any sites where the Council have not applied this policy approach where it
has been accepted that the site is suitable for continued business use.
If our understanding of the council’s employment policies is in any way incorrect, if there are
“grey areas” for other interpretation, we would be very happy to discuss those with you, your
planning officers, A2Dominion and/or their planning consultants (we have, incidentally, asked to
meet A2D recently but they refused to do so- so much for consultation!).
On the basis of our planning consultants and legal advisers understanding of adopted planning
policy, we have received counsel’s opinion that any planning decision based on a different
reasoning (as has been indicated to us by planning officers) would be susceptible to successful
legal challenge. I stress again, this is not about Travis Perkins per se, it is not meant as a threat,
nor do I say it in support of a particular interpretation we are trying to advance. It is a statement
of fact.

Kind regards

Principal Planning Officer
Regeneration and Planning
Culture and Environment
London Borough of Camden
Telephone:
Web:
camden.gov.uk
5 Pancras Square
5 Pancras Square
London N1C 4AG
Please consider the environment before printing this email.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RE: 156 West End Lane- Energy assessment requirements (Code)
04 June 2015 15:33:00
image001.png
image002.png
image003.png
image004.png

Dear
– with regards to your query; we accept that the Code is no longer a
requirement but Camden’s LDF Policy DP22 ‘Promoting sustainable design and
construction’ is still relevant in the determination of planning applications, particularly in
major schemes. Hence we would expect a 35% Carbon reduction against Part L 2013,
along with the submission of an energy strategy demonstrating the energy hierarchy. We
would also expect to see demonstrated, water efficiencies of 110Litres per person per day
(PPPD).
We are planning on updating our website with this information over the next few weeks so
keep an eye out for that.
Regards,

Senior Planning Officer
Telephone: 020 7974
From:
[mailto
jrp.co.uk]
Sent: 02 June 2015 15:15
To:
Cc:
Subject: 156 West End Lane- Energy assessment requirements (Code)
Importance: High

Good Afternoon
I am a Planning Consultant acting on behalf of my client, A2Dominion, with regard to the redevelopment
of no. 156 West End Lane.
Further to the Deregulation Act 2015 being adopted on March 26 th 2015, which removes the Code for
Sustainable Homes, I would be very grateful if you could confirm Camden’s energy assessment position
and the requirement for planning applications to be assessed against Code following the recent changes
in legislation?
I would be very grateful if you could provide me with some clarity on the above, or let me know the
relevant person to speak to at the Council with regard to this matter.
Kind regards and many thanks in advance,

| Senior Planning Consultant | Planning Team
John Rowan and Partners | Craven House, 40 Uxbridge Road, London W5 2BS
e:
jrp.co.uk w: jrp.co.uk
t: +44(0)208 567
project management . cost management . building surveying . health and safety advice . planning services
sustainability services . contract and procurement advice . asset management . information systems

From:
To:
Cc:

@a2dominion.co.uk);
RE: 156 West End Lane
15 May 2015 10:00:36
8587a6c9-6b0c-4a82-bb0c-78230e32d5b7.png

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

@jrp.co.uk);

@a2dominion.co.uk)

Dear
,
Thankyou for the prompt feedback to our pre-application meeting.
We will review the issues raised on both design and land use, and seek to address these as we
develop the design. In parallel, we will of course be carrying out consultation with local residents
and stakeholders and their views will also need to be considered.
Regards,

I Director
Child Graddon Lewis | architects & designers
Studio 1   155 Commercial Street   London E1 6BJ
T +44 (0)20 7539
www.cgluk.com

F +44 (0)20 7539 1201   D +44 (0)20 7539 1269   M +44

From:
[mailto
Sent: 14 May 2015 21:27
To:
Cc:
;
Subject: 156 West End Lane

Dear

@camden.gov.uk]

,

Thank you for presenting your proposals to us yesterday. And for forwarding the
electronic version earlier today. We agreed I would send an email outlining our
thoughts on the scheme as developed so far:
Land use
In land use terms, some more work is required in order to accommodate more
employment floorspace into the scheme. I acknowledge that the existing B1 office
space on site could potentially be converted to residential without the benefit of
planning permission but the site as a whole is being looked at as a redevelopment
opportunity and the Site Allocations Document (SAD) mentions ‘replacement’
employment floorspace, hence 240sqm is not a sufficient amount to address the
loss.

compliant.
Affordable housing
The key issue is the affordability of the affordable housing proposed, particularly in
the intermediate elements. Given the land values in the borough shared
ownership is pretty much impossible to make work viably within the income caps,
so it will be necessary to have to look at other models. Given that you are tied to
50% affordable across the scheme (and therefore can’t release some
intermediate housing to market housing to cross-subsidise affordability in the
remainder of the intermediate) it does narrow our options somewhat, but there is
hopefully scope to come up with a package that can address this.
In the rented elements all of the larger units will need to be secured at target rents,
and ideally all the remaining smaller units also (although there is flexibility on the
smaller units).
In terms of layouts I would usually point to shared access and shared open spaces
between the different tenures as potential issues for a developer to address.
However, because the scheme is being brought forward by a Registered Provider
I’m more comfortable that they can address these issues whilst ensuring service
charges in the affordable elements remain low.
On one very detailed point, the document submitted talks about 10% wheelchair
adapted unit in the affordable. Camden would actually only seek 10% fully
adapted in the social rented elements of the scheme. For wheelchair housing the
intermediate can be treated the same as the market housing – i.e. 10% of the
units should be designed to be wheelchair adaptable.
Conclusion
To conclude, this site is being marketed by Camden Council and as such it needs
to address all of the above issues, it simply cannot be marginal or it will not get
approval from Members.
I trust this gives some further guidance on how to proceed with the scheme and if
you have any questions, please feel free to contact me, however I am on leave
now until May 27th.
Kind regards,

Senior Planning Officer
Regeneration and Planning
Culture and Environment
London Borough of Camden
Telephone:   020 7974
Web:             camden.gov.uk
Floor 2
5 Pancras Square
5 Pancras Square
London N1C 4AG

height would need to be very carefully designed to complement and reflect local
character.
·
I do not consider the Ballymore development to be part of the relevant local
context of this development site. That development was informed by the long
narrow shape of the site, its separation from adjacent sites and its unique
topography. As such the height and massing of the Ballymore scheme should not
be used as a precedent for development on this site.
Other issues
· The development needs to consider transport/servicing movement from the
start;
· Redevelopment of the ball court to be incorporated into scheme;
· CfSH 4 and suds/greenfield run off of 50% - can be encompassed in a floor
risk assessment;
Thank you,

Senior Planning Officer
Telephone: 020 7974
From:
[
@cgluk.com]
Sent: 30 January 2015 17:40
To:
Cc:
@jrp.co.uk);
@a2dominion.co.uk)
Subject: 13119 West End lane / A2D Planning meeting

@a2dominion.co.uk);

,
Dear
Many thanks for the planning input yesterday. As discussed, we are at very early stages of the
design and were keen on understanding the Council’s views generally.
We noted the issues raised in the meeting in relation to use, scale, massing, open space and
accessibility, and as the scheme requires significant design development, we do not anticipate
receiving any formal feedback from yourselves.
Accordingly, we will look at developing options in the coming weeks which seek to address the
key issues raised.
I understand that you will be sending us a list of stakeholders, but in the meantime, if there is
any additional points you wish to make or relevant information from the Mace scheme that
would be helpful at this stage, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Regards,
I Director

Developers Briefing: 156 West End Lane
9th November 2015
Cllrs Attending:
Cllr Johnson, Cllr Rae, Cllr Olszewski, Cllr Freeman, Cllr Leyland,
Councillors asked questions concerning the following matters:






















Queried the ownership and maintenance of Potteries Path;
Clarification required over the significance of the site being on the edge of an Archaeological
Priority Area;
Queried the suitability of the flexible ground floor non-residential space for smaller shops
which is the preference in West Hampstead (in accordance with DP policies) rather than a
single user on a large single floorplate;
Queried whether the white banding on Canterbury Mansions carry through to the new
development sufficiently, including the southern elevation;
Commented that from the south the building appeared like a big solid block;
Clarification was sought over who would maintain the public open space within the site;
Clarification sought over the feasibility of tree planting on Potteries Path given site
constraints;
Clarification sought as to whether the size of the trees as shown on the CGI are
representative of the proposed species sizes to be planted;
Queried how the start-up space would be marketed and suggested contact is made with
established workspace providers in the area;
Queried the existing and proposed vehicle flows
Concern raised over the potential amount of vehicle movements per day and the location of
the proposed new access from West End Lane particularly in relation to the position of the
traffic lights;
Clarification sought regarding allocation of affordable housing units within the scheme and
the likely percentage of market rent that will be charged;
The extension of the refurbishment of Potteries Path to the east, outside of the site
boundary, is encouraged.
Clarification was sought regarding loading space for servicing and refuse vehicles and hours;
Clarification was sought regarding the marketing approach to the private units and whether
these could be targeted at local people;
Queried whether targeted marketing for local people would mean that the applicant has
taken a decision not to maximise sale and rental values;
Clarification as to whether the proposed start-up businesses would have affordable rents;
Further information requested on the nature of the active elderly units and whether this
model had been used elsewhere;
Queried whether the applicant had considered using the non-residential space on the
ground floor for offices as local agents have indicted there is a demand for this use in the
area;









Clarification sought as to whether the applicant had discussed the proposals with the
Neighbourhood Development Forum;
It was noted that a few different iterations of the scheme had been presented and
clarification as sought as to whether the designs were likely to evolve further prior to
submission;
Commented that the design of the building was akin to that of buildings constructed in the
1980’s and that the horizontal banding used in the proposed building appears similar to that
in the existing which is a negative feature;
Comments were made regarding the blocky nature of the dormer windows;
It was noted that the proposed buildings lacked some of the graciousness of existing
mansion blocks and buildings in the West End Green Conservation Area.

The following general points were raised about the scheme with officers:
Design and Conservation Area






Current design appears quite blocky
Consideration of views of the proposed development from within the Conservation Area
Requested an additional view be provided from the corner of Lymington Road and Crediton
Hill looking at views across the site.
Concern over the proposed gating at parts of the development, suggested further
explanation is required as to why this is necessary
Suggest green glazed brick extended along the wall of Potteries Path to provide continuity
with the overground station

Amenity


The potential for overshadowing of neighbouring properties was noted

Public Realm


Highlighted the importance of retaining Potteries Path as a publically open and accessible
route which will need to be secured through the planning s106 agreement

Land Use




Queried whether the proposed community meeting space could be used as a business space
or alternative use in the daytime if not required.
Recognised the local need for a community space within the development
Queried why a community space was needed given pressure on site for other uses

